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THE SAND SOCIETY - New capsule collection. Desert inspired fabrics for a glamourous
lifestyle. Abstraction, texture, light and shadows.
Marvels from the desert, a sophisticated approach to a sunny life.
The elegance of “The Sand Society” capsule draws inspiration from the rarefied 
atmosphere of a secretly rich environment, the desert.

Fabrics in THE SAND SOCIETY collection alternate warm sandy nuances with vel-
vety pastel shades. The skilful use of linen and wool, natural and naturally elegant 
raw materials, creates pleasant contrasts and textures with a marked materiality.
Punctuated at times by scratched and worn effects, these fabrics tell of interiors 
overlooking landscapes flooded with light.

The new capsule includes ten articles in different colors to inspire even the most 
demanding souls. Create soft furnishings and curtains, accessories and coverings, 
precious and comfortable bed linen - everything is inspired by reflections of the 
desert.

The glamourosus and soft touch of RIVE GAUCHE and SEDONA goes well with the 
exceptional softness of linen in HAGGAR - suitable for bed and curtains - or in 
OUTBACK, perfect for upholstered seats. Enchanting is the contrasting combination 
with the rough and essential nature of linen proposed in PALISADE.

Made with superfine wool, REVERY DUNE, with a pattern reminiscent of bark veins 
and ripples created by the wind on desert dunes, is an honest tribute to the natural 
world.

TAOS, a worn-out tartan motif, is warm and enveloping thanks to the use of precious 
lambswool wool.

The collection includes fabrics made with KOHRO’s refined sensivity in the use of 
the best technology for digital printing: ARCOSANTI for wall cladding and BOLINAS 
for curtains and bed - both in pastel colors - have a unique and strong character. 
Made with mixed painting techniques, they have a contemporary and precious look.

To wrap up the capsule, the magnificent SOLITAIRE velvet, bright, refined and 
compact, full- bodied to the touch, seductive in the natural nuances of sand and 
rock.

Further information & sampling:
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